
Bluesky required less than 10 minutes of onboarding
time and provided visibility into our Snowflake usage
and cost. It identified areas of cost reduction and
workload optimization. We plan to continuously use
the SaaS product to monitor and keep our Snowflake
workloads' cost-efficiency high."

- Hallie Million, Director of Engineering, Head of Data

Bluesky is able to break down our Snowflake spend
based on our clients' workloads, allowing us to gain a
deeper understanding of the unit economics of our
SaaS offering. This is extremely valuable for SaaS
products built on top of Snowflake."

-Bryan Shupe, CEO and Founder

The Challenge：
Cost control and workload management continued to
increase
OverlayAnalytics is the 2021 winner of the Global Snowflake
Startup Challenge. They have more than ten Snowflake
data warehouses dedicated to powering the financial
analytics used to automate the financial metric layer. Their
ELT workflows extract raw data from data sources such as
ERPs and business applications before it is transformed
into a semantic layer that can be consumed downstream
once delivered into their client’s data warehouses.

As its central data platform, Snowflake is critical for
Overlay. As workloads grew, the difficulty associated with
cost control and workload management continued to
increase. This, in turn, also made Overlay’s internal client
analysis more difficult. 

Summary：
OverlayAnalytics, an enhanced financial data platform, was
experiencing a dramatic increase in data cloud costs as a
result of the rapid growth in their newly released product;
a semantic layer for financial data that delivers data back
into their client's cloud data warehouses.

As a result of this growth, visibility into the unit economics
of their customers became incredibly challenging. Overlay
lacked sufficient visibility into its data cloud, so they
reached out to Bluesky for expert help. 

Bluesky’s workload optimization capabilities identified
opportunities for Overlay to reduce 50% of its Snowflake
costs within the initial 3 weeks of usage. In addition,
Bluesky is able to provide a usage and cost breakdown of
Overlay’s SaaS clients’ workloads, helping Overlay not only
gain an in-depth understanding of the unit economics of
their SaaS offering but increase them at the same time by
lowering direct cloud costs.

The Future:
Choose Bluesky for further optimization
As a company that makes heavy use of data science,
OverlayAnalytics performs a lot of developer testing prior
to publishing its analytics apps to end customers. As a next
step, OverlayAnalytics is using Bluesky to further optimize
its developer testing data warehouse, as well as
continuously monitoring its data cloud workloads to keep
the cost efficiency high. 

The Solution:
Bluesky 
The Overlay team onboarded Bluesky in a matter of several
minutes. During the first two weeks of use,
OverlayAnalytics made a number of key discoveries. First, it
discovered that its reporting data warehouse was sitting
idle for a significant period of time, resulting in the
consumption of ~50% Snowflake credits without
generating business value. Second, Bluesky detected an
overactive application was running a simple SELECT
statement every minute, thereby keeping the warehouse
up and running. The Overlay team fixed this issue within
the subsequent week, leading to a significant reduction in
their Snowflake cost.

In addition, Bluesky provided Overlay with a usage and
cost breakdown of its clients’ workloads, which Overlay
colocated in their Snowflake instance via a multi-tenant
architecture design. The usage insights provided by
Bluesky include credits used, queries executed, and total
bytes stored as well as scanned, for each of Overlay’s client
workloads. This helps Overlay gain an in-depth
understanding of the unit economics of its SaaS offering,
contributing to the future design of its pricing model and
customer engagement.

 OVERLAYANALYTICS OPTIMIZES DATA CLOUD
PERFORMANCE AND ACHIEVED 50% COST SAVINGS

WITH BLUESKY

customer case study 

About Bluesky
Bluesky is a pioneer in Data Cloud Efficiency, delivering next-gen data infrastructure on clouds. Our products make data analytics
and management faster and cheaper, enhancing data analysts and data scientists productivity and empowering CIOs and senior

management to understand and optimize their data cloud costs

getbluesky.io  
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https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/overlayanalytics-wins-the-global-snowflake-startup-challenge-301309807.html
https://twitter.com/getbluesky_io
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bluesky-data/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZJTWblHCxyfF5_jM5cGeTQ
https://www.overlayanalytics.com/about
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